
Zoom Ideas for 1 Corinthians 12:4-11 
 
What is this document for? This first bit is the same every week, but the second half is different. 
 
Dan wrote these studies before social distancing practices began. Here are some ideas and options for                
running this study through Zoom. You don’t have to do any of this at all, but it might give you some ideas that                       
would help your group to get into the Word together. I’ll keep it as brief as I can! 
Zoom makes it quite difficult to have a free flowing discussion, where people add a little bit here and a little bit                      
there as we journey our way through the passage together. Although it can feel a bit more like a tutorial or a                      
classroom, it can sometimes work better to figure out ways of “going around the room” - this is where you ask                     
a broad and open question, and then ask each person by name to share something in response to the                   
question. Another option is to use Breakout rooms first, and then “go around the groups” and ask one person                   
from each group to summarise and share their group’s response. This document will basically give you ideas                 
for how to cut a study with ~10 questions down to one with ~3 questions which can be done in the style of                       
“going around the room” with or without Breakout rooms. 
 
See the Up-To-Date Resources for Online Groups post at the top of this page if you need help with leading                    
Zoom groups in general, or to enable Breakout rooms. 
If you or someone in your group needs more help using Zoom, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with Ben                     
Broadfoot who can organise a Zoom training buddy. 
 

1 Corinthians 12:4-11 in 3 or 4 questions 
 
Starting and Reading: You could reverse the order of the Bible reading and the first question. This might                  
connect us with last week’s study/sermon/passage and then we can see the connections between 1-3 and                
4-11 for ourselves as we read it out. So just one person to recap, then read 12:1-11. 
 
Core truth (v4-6): I think this would work really well with Breakout rooms. Simply send people into groups of                   
3-4 with a very general two-part question like, “What seems important to Paul in verses 4-6? And do you have                    
any questions about what he’s saying?” You could write the question down in chat/WhatsApp so that they can                  
remember it in their Breakout rooms. I’d only give groups 5 minutes in Breakout rooms for this then bring them                    
back and go around asking each group, “What did you discuss?” Share your own reflections that deal with                  
Dan’s questions 2-4. 
 
Application of that Core truth (v7-11): Again, the Breakout Rooms could work for this. “What do these                 
verses reveal about how Spiritual people should view one another?” Coming back to go around the room,                 
“What did you discuss?” Share your own reflections that deal with Dan’s questions 5-8, and 10. I’d try to be                    
brief, and not to repeat stuff that other people have already pointed out, unless I really wanted to emphasise                   
and underline it. Allow for discussion and questions about the points as you go (like Dan’s question 9). 
 
Dan has given a few questions there to focus us in on personal application (questions 11 and 12). You could                    
transition from the previous discussion into the more personally reflective discussion by making a comment               
something like, “We all need to hear what Paul’s saying in these verses, because we’re all working at loving                   
and serving each other. Sometimes we read something in the Bible and it produces a massive mind-shift in us,                   
sometimes it’s more of a slight correction or an encouragement to keep going in the same direction. How’s                  
your thinking-about or acting-towards others been affected by these verses?” 
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